A new global activism is shaming the world’s top companies into enacting codes of conduct and opening their Third World factories for inspection. But before you run a victory lap in your new sweatshop-free sneakers, ask yourself: Do these voluntary arrangements truly help workers and the environment, or do they merely weaken local governments while adding more green to the corporate bottom line?
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In April 2000, Starbucks Corporation announced it would buy coffee beans from importers who pay above market prices to small farmers (so-called fair trade beans) and sell them in more than 2,000 of its shops across the United States. In August of the same year, the McDonald’s Corporation sent a letter to the producers of the nearly 2 billion eggs it buys annually, ordering them to comply with strict guidelines for the humane treatment of hens or risk losing the company’s business. And in 1998, De Beers Consolidated Mines, the company that controls two thirds of the world trade in uncut diamonds, began investing heavily in Canada to distance itself from the controversy surrounding “blood diamonds”—gems sold to finance warring rebel factions in Africa.

Are these episodes sudden attacks of conscience on the part of the world’s top ceos? Not quite. Under increasing pressure from environmental and labor activists, multilateral organizations, and regulatory agencies in their home countries, multinational firms are implementing “certification” arrangements—codes of conduct, production guidelines, and monitoring standards that govern and attest to not only the corporations’ behavior but also to that of their suppliers around the world. Champions of these new mechanisms include United Nations Secretary-General Kofi Annan, who in January 1999 exhorted world business leaders to “embrace and enact” the U.N. Global Compact, whose nine principles covering human rights, labor,
and the environment “unite the powers of markets with the authority of universal ideals.”

Certification has appeared in almost every major industry targeted by environmentalists, including the chemical, coffee, forest products, oil, mining, nuclear power, and transportation sectors. Certification is also prevalent in the apparel, diamond, footwear, and toy industries, to name a few. A recent inventory by the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) listed 246 codes of corporate conduct, while the Global Reporting Initiative, an organization dedicated to standardizing corporate sustainability reporting, estimates that more than 2,000 companies voluntarily report their social, environmental, and economic practice and performance.

Supporters believe that certification efforts embody a new model for global corporate governance—no mean feat when national governments appear unable to constrain powerful multinational corporations. Nevertheless, even while early signs suggest that certification arrangements may indeed improve working conditions and promote more environmentally friendly production, certification remains a blunt and imperfect tool for augmenting the accountability of global firms. Proliferating certification arrangements compete for legitimacy with non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and consumers, as well as for adoption by multinationals. And there is no guarantee that the most effective standards—in environmental or labor terms—will win these battles. Some observers even fear that certification driven by activists and corporations will preempt or supplant altogether the role of states and international organizations in addressing corporate accountability as free trade expands around the globe.

**MANUFACTURING SHAME**

Certification institutions have two key components: a set of rules, principles, or guidelines (usually in the form of a code of conduct) and a reporting or monitoring mechanism (often a corporate environmental report, or a “social audit”). Certification can be broken down into four broad categories, according to who produces the guidelines and conducts the monitoring:

First-party certification is the most common variety, whereby a single firm develops its own rules and reports on compliance. For instance, the Johnson & Johnson company credo that General Robert Wood Johnson wrote in 1943, which bolstered the company during the Tylenol® crises of the 1980s, now includes environmental and social concerns. The company published its first Social Contributions Report in 1992 and its first Environmental, Health & Safety Report in 1993.

Second-party certification involves an industry or trade association fashioning a code of conduct and implementing reporting mechanisms. The chemical industry’s global Responsible Care® program provides an apt example. During the initiative’s early years in the United States, the Chemical Manufacturers Association (now known as the American Chemistry Council) developed environmental, health, and safety principles and codes, required
participating firms to submit implementation reports, and reported aggregate industry progress.

Third-party certification involves an external group, often an NGO, imposing its rules and compliance methods onto a particular firm or industry. The Council on Economic Priorities (CEP), the pioneering New York–based NGO, has collected data on corporate activities since its creation in 1969 and publishes reports on corporate behavior. The CEP (recently renamed the Center for Responsibility in Business) created an accreditation agency that designed auditable standards and an independent accreditation process for the protection of workers’ rights, dubbed Social Accountability 8000 (SA8000). As of April 2001, the group certified 66 manufacturing facilities around the world that mainly make toys and apparel as SA8000-compliant.

Fourth-party certification involves government or multilateral agencies. The United Nations’ Global Compact, for instance, lists environmental, labor, and human rights principles for companies to follow; participating corporations must submit online updates of their progress for NGOs to scrutinize.

The earliest efforts to set and monitor voluntary standards in the United States were prompted, quite literally, by accident; they were responses to industrial mishaps in the environmental arena. After the Three Mile Island incident in 1979, the U.S. nuclear power industry created the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations, an organization that privately evaluates the industry through the provision of standards and inspections. Similarly, the 1986 Chernobyl accident prompted a handful of nuclear power associations from the United States and Europe to create the World Association of Nuclear Operators. And the chemical industry’s Responsible Care initiative emerged in Canada and then the United States after the 1984 disaster that killed some 2,500 people and injured many more at a Union Carbide subsidiary in Bhopal, India. By April 2001, chemical industry associations in 46 countries had adopted the initiative, which promotes improvement in environment, health, and safety performance for the industry.

Over time, however, certification arrangements became more proactive and preemptive, with NGOs no longer waiting for accidents but rather seeking out ongoing corporate wrongdoing. Labor-based certification in particular emerged in response to exposés against top brand-name companies that use international contractors and subcontractors, such as Wal-Mart Stores in Honduras and Bangladesh, The Walt Disney Company in Haiti, Mattel in China, Nike in Indonesia, J.C. Penney Company and Kmart Corporation in Nicaragua, and Liz Claiborne Inc. and Gap Inc. in El Salvador. The most typical abuses included abysmally low wages, use of child labor, mistreatment of female workers, and the suppression of labor unions. Levi Strauss & Co. issued a code of conduct in 1991, and other apparel industry giants such as Liz Claiborne, Nike, Reebok, and Gap Inc. soon followed. These codes included prohibitions on child labor and forced labor, guarantees of nondiscrimination in the workplace, respect for prevailing national legislation, and “decent” remuneration at or above the local minimum wage. Industry

Voluntary codes of conduct may allow entire industries to preempt international labor and environmental laws aimed at multinational corporations.

Crying on the inside: U.N. Secretary-General Kofi Annan sells Nike CEO Phil Knight on the Global Compact, a set of measures aimed at improving corporate labor and environmental practices worldwide (left); Stanford University faculty and students protest Nike’s labor practices in Indonesia (top).
associations and other groups developed similar policies: For instance, the International Federation of Football Association (fifa) created a licensing program in 1996 to prevent members from using soccer balls made with child labor.

While this history shows that most certification institutions began as creations of advanced industrial countries—particularly the United States, where direct government intervention is universally maligned and corporate accountability movements are increasingly powerful—it should come as no surprise that businesses and ngo’s alike are taking their U.S.-based certification solutions global. As activist networks expand and social and environmental concern spreads in country after country, major multinationals hope to reassure their customers at home while surpassing the expectations of overseas governments that have weak or unenforced laws. Creating or participating in voluntary certification initiatives may allow entire industries to preempt the development of international labor and environmental laws directed at multinational companies, and to avoid a nightmarish scenario of stringent and often contradictory regulations in country after country.

Does the Public Care?

U.S. public-opinion data reveal mixed views regarding the importance to consumers of labor conditions around the world. Below, a sampling of American attitudes from 1999 and 2000:

1) Some people say that if people in other countries are making products that we use, this creates a moral obligation for us to make efforts to ensure that they do not have to work in harsh or unsafe conditions. Others say that it is not for us to judge what the working conditions should be in another country. Do you feel that we do or do not have a moral obligation to make efforts to ensure that workers in other countries who make products we use are not required to work in harsh or unsafe conditions?

2) When deciding whether to buy products made in foreign countries, how much consideration do you give to the wages and working conditions of the workers who make these products—a great deal, a fair amount, some, very little, or none at all?

3) Some factories in countries that produce clothing for the American market place their workers in harsh and unsafe conditions, sometimes called sweatshops, to keep their costs low. Presently there is a proposal to have an international organization that would check the conditions in a factory and, if acceptable, give them the right to label their products as not made in a sweatshop. However, this may mean that the price of those products will be higher than those made in sweatshops. If you had to choose between buying a piece of clothing that costs $20 and you are not sure how it was made for $20 and you are not sure how it was made, and one that is certified as not made in a sweatshop, but costs $25, which one would you buy?
The NGO-Industrial Complex

Big Business Is Watching

Monitoring codes of conduct have become a growth industry. In addition to using international corporate monitors—usually members of a firm’s quality-control staff—corporations often hire external monitors to verify compliance. These monitors-for-hire include consulting and financial auditing firms such as PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC); domestic compliance firms such as Cal Safety Compliance Corporation, which carried out between 2,400 to 3,000 labor audits in the Los Angeles area alone last year; and private certification agencies such as Swiss-based Société Generale de Surveillance.

The cost of monitoring can add up, particularly as the practice expands worldwide. Consider the case of Gap Inc., which spends $10,000 a year on monitors for Charter, the Taiwanese-owned factory in El Salvador originally named Mandarin International. If Gap Inc. duplicated these efforts with its 4,000 subcontracting factories around the globe, the annual bill would amount to nearly $40 million, or some 4.6 percent of the company’s total 2000 profits.

Orders from U.S. footwear and apparel makers alone support between 40,000 and 80,000 production sites around the globe. Under the Fair Labor Association’s (FLA) certification program, only 30 percent of a company’s manufacturing sites must undergo inspection in the first two or three years to obtain FLA approval, and only 5 to 15 percent must be inspected each subsequent year to maintain a company’s affiliation. Individual inspections run from $1,000 to $6,000 apiece. Companies foot the bill for their own inspections, although the FLA reimburses firms for up to half of the inspection costs.

PwC, the largest accounting firm involved in the monitoring business, conducted some 6,000 factory audits around the world in 1998 (compared to zero just two years earlier). The firm’s global reach allows it to carry out labor-conditions audits efficiently for its main clients, including Liz Claiborne Inc. and Nike. Because of the intensely competitive nature of the compliance market, PwC announced last May that all of its monitors in the United States will leave the company and form a new firm called Global Social Compliance llc.

IT’S NOT EASY BEING GREEN

Do certification arrangements really affect corporate behavior? The answer depends on the particular industry, the ability of NGOs to mobilize effectively, and the unique interests of the groups involved. Although still relatively recent phenomena, the certification experiences of the forest products and apparel industries reveal how certification can compel companies to rethink their practices.

Forest Certification | As the extent of global forest destruction became more apparent during the 1970s and 1980s, so did concerns over the environmental impacts of deforestation, clear-cutting, loss of biodiversity, and the effluent from pulp and paper mills. However, well-organized, developed-country NGOs that focused on protecting tropical forests in developing economies found it difficult to identify which firms operating in endangered forests were actually inflicting damage. Forest certification emerged in the 1990s in response to this need.

The race to certify began in 1993, when powerful NGOs such as the World Wildlife Fund and Greenpeace created the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC). The FSC accepts no funding from industry and has developed a set of core principles guiding on-the-ground timber management and harvesting operations, including restrictions on pesticide use and requirements for biodiversity protection and erosion control. Firms seeking FSC approval must undergo an audit by one of a few accredited “certifiers”—private firms such as SmartWood and Scientific Certification Systems in the United States and the Silva Forest Foundation in Canada—which can verify compliance with FSC requirements. The FSC also offers “chain-of-custody” certification, which traces the amount of certified wood in a product from the forest floor to the consumer shelf. (Chain-of-custody accounting is particularly difficult for products, such as paper, made from multiple sources.) Corporations meeting the chain-of-custody requirements are allowed to display the FSC logo on their products.
Arguing that the FSC guidelines are onerous and unwieldy, the timber industries in the United States, Canada, and Europe quickly countered with their own templates for appropriate forestry practices. Today, more than 40 certification programs exist worldwide, most of them at the national level. Timber companies often establish umbrella certification programs through their national industry associations rather than develop firm-specific certification programs because they face a “shared reputation” problem: Consumers don’t necessarily distinguish between wood harvested by Georgia-Pacific and International Paper, for instance, so individual action does little to solidify a green reputation.

The contrast between industry-led certification and the NGO variety is stark. Consider the differences between the FSC and the Sustainable Forestry Initiative (SFI) program, established by the industry’s American Forest and Paper Association in 1994. As originally conceptualized, the SFI program required firms only to develop internal mechanisms to meet the SFI program’s broad, overarching objectives of ensuring long-term forest productivity and conservation of forest resources. Firms themselves conducted monitoring and enforcement. And because the original SFI program standards mandated few particular forest-management techniques, firms enjoyed tremendous freedom to set their own management specifications. This leeway led to significant differences in the environmental standards established by different firms. Furthermore, the SFI program has not conducted chain-of-custody monitoring and has only recently revealed plans to introduce a labeling system for products. Since the firms supply compliance reports privately to the industry association, accountability to consumers and the public remains minimal.

However, under heavy criticism from environmental groups, the industry has gradually encompassed more stringent standards and encouraged independent monitoring. The firms that felt the pressure most keenly were not timber extractors such as Georgia-Pacific, Weyerhaeuser, and International Paper, but retailers, specifically the big do-it-yourself centers such as The Home Depot and Lowe’s Home Improvement Warehouse stores. The Rainforest Action Network, Greenpeace, Natural Resources Defense Council, and other NGOs launched major grass-roots campaigns against these retail giants in the late 1990s. Ultimately, both Home Depot (August 1999) and Lowe’s (August 2000) declared their preference for FSC-certified products, a blow to the industry groups who hoped for the adoption of the SFI program. With the credibility of their certification program at stake, the industry had little choice but to push standards toward FSC levels.

**Apparel Certification** | Aggressive campaigns by labor groups, NGOs, and student activists have compelled apparel corporations to adopt stringent codes of conduct and establish independent monitoring as well. The revelation in 1995 of the virtual enslavement of Thai workers in a garment factory in El Monte, California, prompted the Clinton administration to form a task force called the Apparel Industry Partnership (AIP). Made up of manufacturers, NGOs, unions, and U.S. Department of Labor representatives, the AIP forged a code of conduct for apparel firms, stipulating that companies pay the local minimum or prevailing wage, that workers be at least 14 years old, and that employees work no more than 60 hours per week (although they could...
work unlimited voluntary hours). In November 1998, the aip created the Fair Labor Association (fla) to implement and monitor this code of conduct.

Controversy arose when several unions and ngos withdrew from the aip, claiming that its provisions were too weak (they relied on voluntary enforcement and set no standard for a living wage) and that its monitoring was neither independent nor transparent (its external-inspection system gave manufacturers too much control over which factories were investigated and by whom, and its monitoring reports did not have to be released to the public). The industry-backed fla has attempted to address the concerns of the student antisweatshop movement that gained momentum through demonstrations at several U.S. universities such as Duke, Georgetown, Notre Dame, and Wisconsin in 1997 and 1998. The fla, which plans to begin certifying manufacturers by the end of 2001, calls for internal monitoring as well as external surveillance from an fla-approved list of monitors, who will conduct announced and unannounced factory visits.

Some student activists sided with the criticisms of the unions and ngos, leading the United Students Against Sweatshops (in collaboration with university administrators and labor-rights experts) to establish the Worker Rights Consortium (wrc) in 2000 as a more radical alternative. With support from the afl-cio and the Union of Needleworkers, Industrial, and Textile Employees (unite), the wrc advocates a living wage for garment workers, independent unions, unannounced factory investigations, and full disclosure of factory conditions. The wrc has support from more than 80 universities, compared with the 155 universities that have signed on with the fla.

Notwithstanding the infighting among competing certification groups, codes of conduct and effective independent monitoring have led global apparel firms to change their behavior. Take the case of Gap Inc., which acquires a portion of its clothing in Central America. In 1995, one of Gap Inc.’s apparel contractors in El Salvador, Mandarin International, fired 350 workers when they formed a union to protest working conditions. This dismissal, plus numerous other abuses exposed in the factory, violated Gap Inc.’s well-publicized code of conduct. Instead of simply rescinding its contract with Mandarin, which would have left the garment workers without jobs, Gap Inc.—under considerable pressure from ngos such as the National Labor Committee, a union-backed worker advocacy group that organized a U.S. speaking tour for several of the fired female Salvadoran workers—became the first retailer to agree to independent monitoring of a foreign contractor. This agreement was considered a major breakthrough in apparel certification [see sidebar on opposite page]. While the monitoring agency (called the Independent Monitoring Group of El Salvador) has improved working conditions in the Mandarin factory in El Salvador, Gap Inc. has so far allowed independent monitoring of its codes of conduct in only a handful of the 55 countries where it does business (other sites are monitored in Honduras and Guatemala).

The wrc recently adopted a similar interventionist approach with Nike in Mexico. In January 2001, a large number of the 850 workers at the Korean-owned-and-operated Kukdong International factory in Puebla, Mexico—which produces Nike and Reebok sweat shirts for the $2.5 billion annual collegiate market—staged a work stoppage to protest the firing of five workers who opposed poor labor conditions. Operations in the Kukdong
When, in 1996, Gap Inc. allowed labor and human rights organizations to monitor working conditions in the Mandarin International factory in El Salvador, the occasion marked a milestone in the transnational antisweatshop movement. Suddenly, codes of conduct were no longer enough; corporations also had to ensure the implementation and monitoring of those codes. Moreover, the decision provided a major boost for southern NGOs seeking to enhance worker rights. Private monitoring of clothing manufacturers had been prevalent in U.S. factories since the early 1990s, but the Mandarin case was the first time human rights groups in and from the south monitored maquiladora factories. My own organization, the Independent Monitoring Group of El Salvador (gmies), played a major role in verifying the reinstatement of Mandarin’s discharged workers and in overseeing the fulfillment of Gap Inc.’s code of conduct in the factory.

Yet, independent monitoring organizations have encountered skepticism from an unexpected source. Many labor leaders in the United States and in some Central America and the Caribbean feel threatened by nonunion groups overseeing factory conditions. They believe that NGOs are usurping the proper function of unions by defending and advocating worker rights. Some union leaders even believe that the achievements of monitoring groups will make unions seem unnecessary by comparison and will discourage unionization efforts. Because they believe that government labor ministries should carry out the work of monitoring groups, other detractors argue that monitoring favors the process of privatization.

But such fears have proven unfounded. Independent monitors—now active in Guatemala, Honduras, the Dominican Republic, and soon in Nicaragua—vocally demand stronger state action to protect workers. In Honduras, a monitoring organization called the Collective of Honduran Women (codemu) is lobbying the government and firms to sign a code of ethics providing for stronger labor regulations governing maquiladora factories. And in Guatemala and El Salvador, monitoring groups conduct monitor training workshops that include government representatives.

NGOs and labor unions maintain a complex relationship, borne of profound differences in the nature, structure, and intent of these institutions. Independent monitors verify that corporations uphold labor rights, and this vigilance helps foster a working environment more amenable to collective action by workers. But monitoring groups do not unionize workers, nor do they engage in collective bargaining for workplace benefits beyond those mandated by law. In this sense, monitors do not replace or undermine traditional unions. Indeed, the best monitors are the workers themselves. But the sad truth is that workers in the south often have been denied the right to organize and monitor their rights. Most efforts to unionize end in firings. In Guatemala, for example, there is not a single union among the maquiladora factories, while El Salvador had only two maquiladora unions as of 2000—incidentally, in factories with monitoring programs.

Independent monitoring will not solve all the problems in maquiladora factories. But workers who face precarious conditions must be creative and use all tools at their disposal. And where no tools exist, we must invent them.

Carolina Quinteros is executive director of the Independent Monitoring Group of El Salvador.

apparel factory violated a number of provisions in Nike’s code of conduct, including freedom of association, harassment and abuse, and health and safety conditions. By early February, the independent monitoring organization, Verité, an Amherst, Massachusetts, nonprofit, sent a five-person team to Kukdong to examine the factory’s workplace practices. The Verité factory evaluation report was completed and made public in a matter of weeks, and on March 14, 2001, Nike released its plan outlining the corrective actions and a timetable for Kukdong to comply with Nike’s code of conduct. Just
one week after the strike, nearly two thirds of the factory workers were back on the job.

Of course, companies do not always deal with factory abuses so readily. In February 2001, the Global Alliance for Workers and Communities released a 106-page, Nike-funded report on the labor conditions at nine Nike contract factories in Indonesia. The report detailed a variety of labor problems, including low wages, denial of the right to unionize, verbal and physical abuse by supervisors, sexual harassment, and forced overtime. The contents of the report are not surprising; similar findings were asserted throughout the 1990s. What is new about this report is that Nike paid for it, released it—and can’t deny it. Nike’s response to these problems will set new benchmarks that other apparel and footwear companies must match or else risk incurring relentless scrutiny by industry critics.

Although definitive conclusions may be premature, the forestry and apparel experiences underscore the growing power of NGOs to compel corporations to adopt new environmental and labor standards. In particular, NGOs have become highly sophisticated in using market-campaigning techniques to gain leverage over recalcitrant firms. Market campaigning, which focuses protests against highly visible branded retailers, is only about 10 years old, but in the words of one Greenpeace activist, “it was like discovering gunpowder for environmentalists.”

Protests against brand-name retailers are only 10 years old, but as one Greenpeace activist expressed, “it was like discovering gunpowder for environmentalists.”

The strength and influence of certification programs seem to be increasing. Third-party certification and monitoring may soon become the norm in many global industries. The battles over forest-product certification show that consumers and NGOs can quickly delegitimize weak standards and inadequate enforcement mechanisms, and they can also mobilize effectively for more stringent codes of conduct and more reliable monitoring. Corporations in the apparel industry are making concessions that would have been unthinkable just a few years ago as they too advocate third-party arrangements. Even the chemical industry’s Responsible Care initiative is considering third-party verification in some countries.

Yet, watchdog activists cannot press for change in every industry and at all times. In the absence of their efforts, market forces and the drive toward standardization may lead firms to accept lowest-common-denominator certification, particularly when industry moves first and establishes a certification arrangement with widespread global membership. While competition can foster higher industry standards, less pressure will leave companies room to dictate their own terms of compliance. And even the most stringent certification initiatives may fail to address fundamental questions about industry structures, such as the international subcontracting system that allows brand-name companies, such as Nike or Gap Inc., to control their suppliers through large orders without the legal responsibilities that go with factory ownership.

More fundamentally, the rise of certification institutions poses profound dilemmas for the progressive notion popular during the 20th century that the remedy for social and environmental problems was a stronger and more interventionist state. When the state proved unable to meet all the demands placed upon it, particularly as firms and business transactions moved outside national territorial boundaries, alternative solutions were sought. Trends in the past decade suggest a new response in the 21st century: the certification solution. Whether certification programs are developed by business associations or pushed by activist NGOs, the development of voluntary governance mechanisms is transforming traditional power relationships in the global arena. Linking together diverse and often antagonistic actors from the local,
national, and international levels, certification institutions have arisen to govern firm behavior in a global space that has eluded the control of states and international organizations.

While certification will never replace the state, it is quickly becoming a powerful tool for promoting worker rights and protecting the environment in an era of free trade. These new mechanisms of transnational private governance exist alongside and within national and international regimes like the North American Free Trade Agreement, complementing and, in some cases, bolstering their efforts. In countries with stringent, rigorously enforced labor and environmental laws, certification provides a private layer of governance that moves beyond state borders to shape global supply chains. In countries with nascent or ineffective labor and environmental legislation, certification can draw attention to uneven standards and help mitigate these disparities. The challenge is for states to accept certification not as a threat but as an opportunity to reinforce labor and environmental goals within their sovereign territory and beyond.
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